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Why
drink
pure
water?

health
ĥĥ Contributes to overall
ĥĥ Supplies energy
ĥĥ Improves sleep
system
ĥĥ Supports the immune
m
ĥĥ Harmonizes metabolis
ulation
ĥĥ Ensures better blood circ
ation
ĥĥ Ensures deeper detoxific
of the organism
icals
ĥĥ Quickly destroys free rad

the body

of
ĥĥ Maintains a healthy pH
tter than
be
ĥĥ Hydrates up to 6 times
normal water
vitamins
ĥĥ Excellently distributes
and nutrients
stool
ĥĥ Contributes to regular
ction
ĥĥ Optimizes intestinal fun
ilization
ĥĥ Reduces the risks of civ
diseases

A person is what water
he chooses to drink.

What water to drink?
Only one answer exists – clean water.
The water must be clean, because if it contains any harmful
substances, it will be transported to the furthest corners
of our organism.

Some say:

„Water like
from a
mountain
stream…“

What‘s special on the AWS?
It‘s not just a carbon water filter. It‘s a complex device
that includes other components:
Osmotic membrane (Pore diameter 0,0001 µm)
The heart of the whole system. The reverse osmosis
process removes biological and chemical contaminants,
bacteria, viruses (AWS membrane pores are 5,000
times smaller than the average bacteria)  only
clean water and necessary minerals pass.
Redox (ORP -300 mV to -400 mV, pH 8,5 to pH 9,5)
• Eliminates dangerous free radicals
• Increases the pH of water
• Reduces its redox water potential
Mineraliser
It enriches water with magnesium, potassium,
calcium and sodium in a balanced ratio.
Magnetiser (Magnetic flux density 7.000 GS)
Optimizes water structure and reduces its surface
tension.
470 mm
255 mm

410 mm
375 mm

130 mm

More detailed information about AWS and all its components can be found
at www.starlife.eu in ACTIVITY WATER STARLIFE section.
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